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Let the Easter
egg hunt begin,
the first clue is right
where we go in!

This keeps your
clothes lovely and
clean, yes it's in the
shiny washing
m______!

You're brilliant
at this I must be
fair, the next clue
is on a dining
room ch _ _ _ !

You've hunted
near and far, the
next clue is outside,
it's in the c _ _ !

You're doing
brilliantly that's
for certain, the next
clue is hiding behind
the living room
c______!

This is the
place that there's
sometimes a queue,
yes that's right
it's hiding in the
l__!
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flower p _ _ !
You want all
these yummy eggs
to yourself. Go and
get your next clue,
it's on the
b________?

You're enjoying
this and having a
laugh, you'll find the
next with lots of
bubbles in the
b___!

When you're
tired this is where
you're led, it's cosy
and comfy your
lovely b _ _ !
It holds your
puzzle pieces and
building blocks,
there could be a
surprise in your
T__ B__!

You've looked
in your bed and
even your toy box,
there's another
place to look and
it's in with your
s____!
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l___!

You're breezing
through, without
a hitch, the next
clue is bright too,
it's by the light
s_____!

It can be
smelly, and you
don't want to look
in, you'll find your
clue next to the
b__!
If you find this
clue, you could fill
up your belly, eating
choc whilst
watching the
t____!

It's chilly in there,
but just a smidge,
the next treat is
hidden inside the
f_____!

They help you
jump in puddles
just like Peppa on
the telly, the next
treat is hidden
inside your
w______!
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Slow down,
no need to rush,
the next clue is
hiding by your
toothb _ _ _ _ !

You're doing
great, and using
your head, the next
clue is hiding under
your parents'
b__!

Quick! Be fast
as a bug! There's
another clue hiding,
it's under the
r__!

Look up at the
ceiling, search the
floor, but what is
that hiding on the
back of the front
d___?
You've done so
well but before
you gloat maybe
look by your gloves
in the pocket of
your c _ _ _ ?

Well that's the
Easter egg hunt
all finished and
done, I hope you
had so much fun.
Lots of love, the
Easter Bunny x

